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Abstract
Introduction: Syndromic surveillance is designed for early detection of disease outbreaks. An important data source for syndromic 
surveillance is free-text chief complaints (CCs), which are generally recorded in the local language. For automated syndromic surveil-
lance, CCs must be classified into predefined syndromic categories. The n-gram classifier is created by using text fragments to measure 
associations between chief complaints (CC) and a syndromic grouping of ICD codes.
Objectives: The objective was to create a Turkish n-gram CC classifier for the respiratory syndrome and then compare daily volumes 
between the n-gram CC classifier and a respiratory ICD-10 code grouping on a test set of data.
Methods: The design was a feasibility study based on retrospective cohort data. The setting was a university hospital emergency depart-
ment (ED) in Turkey. Included were all ED visits in the 2002 database of this hospital. Two of the authors created a respiratory grouping 
of International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision ICD-10-CM codes by consensus, chosen to be similar to a standard respiratory 
(RESP) grouping of ICD codes created by the Electronic Surveillance System for Early Notification of Community-based Epidemics 
(ESSENCE), a project of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. An n-gram method adapted from AT&T Labs’ technologies 
was applied to the first 10 months of data as a training set to create a Turkish CC RESP classifier. The classifier was then tested on the 
subsequent 2 months of visits to generate a time series graph and determine the correlation with daily volumes measured by the CC 
classifier versus the RESP ICD-10 grouping.
Results: The Turkish ED database contained 30,157 visits. The correlation (R2) of n-gram versus ICD-10 for the test set was 0.78.
Conclusion: The n-gram method automatically created a CC RESP classifier of the Turkish CCs that performed similarly to the 
ICD-10 RESP grouping. The n-gram technique has the advantage of systematic, consistent, and rapid deployment as well as language 
independence.
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Introduction
While early detection is paramount in minimizing the 
effects and amount of mortality of an epidemic, such 
monitoring can be difficult in foreign settings.1 For 
monitoring disease outbreaks in emergency depart-
ments (EDs), databases with patients’ chief com-
plaints (CC) or the International Classification of 
Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification codes 
(ICD-10-CM) have been widely used for monitoring 
by public health officials.2–7 Epidemiologists can ana-
lyze and use such data sets by recording high or low 
incidences of disease relative to historical data. A CC 
is a short description of the reason the patient is visit-
ing the ED, frequently written in the patient’s words, 
whereas the ICD-10-CM code is based on the physi-
cian’s  diagnosis. A standard procedure is to group CCs 
and ICD-10-CM codes into syndromes in order to sim-
plify the process of surveillance. This way, an unusual 
spike in a syndrome can be detected without specific 
diagnoses or lab results, but merely through available 
CCs and ICD-10-CM codes from ED records.8

However, this classification process can be 
 problematic. The traditional manual method of keep-
ing tally sheets, though effective, can be very labori-
ous, exemplified by the Tally Sheet system used by 
the Santa Clara County Public Health Department.9 
Some automated systems have been developed, such 
as the the natural-language CC-based New York City 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene system, 
which matched keywords for complaints with syn-
dromes, but these were difficult to develop and were 
limited in scope, as they could only be used in the 
target language for which they were designed.10

Using CCs as exclusive inputs simplifies syndro-
mic assignment; CCs may be the only data pieces 
available because ICD-CM codes may not be assigned 
until well after the ED visit during billing processing. 
Ideally, integrated surveillance that utilized both CCs 
and ICD-CM codes, as they became available, could 
be utilized. We previously used a novel “n-gram clas-
sifier” method to greatly increase the efficiency and 
speed of ED syndromic surveillance using a computer 
algorithm that trained on a set of matched CCs and 
ICD-9-CM codes in order to generate a CC classi-
fier.11 Examples of n-grams for cough would include 
3-gram “cou” or “ugh” and 4-gram “coug” or “ough”.

Using ICD-CM is helpful in this process because it 
is language independent and more uniform than CCs, 

which may contain colloquial terms and errors. Thus 
CC classifiers developed from ICD codes would be 
much easier to create in other languages and deploy 
in foreign settings.

While manual data collection has been utilized in the 
past, an automated n-gram classifier has been described 
that uses data from a set of ED  visits for which both 
ICD diagnosis code and CCs are  available.12 Text frag-
ments (3 to 6 characters long) are found, which are then 
associated with syndromic ICD code groupings. This 
method was found to be efficient and feasible for epi-
demiological, large scale assessments in English11 but 
theoretically would be language-independent and could 
be implemented anywhere, in any language, as long as 
its characters are able to be processed by the program.

The objective of this study was to create a Turkish 
n-gram CC classifier for the respiratory syndrome and 
then compare daily volumes between the n-gram CC 
classifier and RESP ICD on a test set of data.

Methods
Adapted from business research technology devel-
oped by AT&T Labs, we used an n-gram text pro-
cessing program for the assignment of patient CCs 
to syndromes. The classifier is trained on a set of ED 
visits for which both the ICD diagnosis code and 
CC are available. A computerized method is used to 
determine the probability that a given text fragment 
within the CC is associated with a syndromic group of 
ICD codes. The n-Gram method has been tested with 
n-Grams varying from 3 to 6 characters. For example, 
the 3-gram classifiers for “cough” would be; “cou”, 
“oug”, “ugh”. Thus we obtain a collection of CC sub-
strings with associated probabilities, which produces 
our CC classifier program. The method includes 
selection techniques and model pruning to automati-
cally create a compact and efficient classifier.

The study was conducted using data from all visits 
to a university hospital ED in Turkey during 2002. 
Two of the authors created a respiratory grouping 
of ICD-10-CM codes chosen to be similar to a stan-
dard respiratory (RESP) grouping of ICD-9 codes 
created by the Electronic Surveillance System for 
Early Notification of Community-based Epidemics 
(ESSENCE), a project of the United States Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention.13

Once this ICD-10-CM classifier was defined, the 
new n-gram-based Turkish CC RESP classifier was 
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created using the training set of the first 10 months of 
data. This was subsequently tested on the patient data 
from the last 2 months of ED visit data. The results 
were graphed as a time series to show the correlation 
between daily volumes of the n-gram CC classifier 
and RESP ICD-10 grouping. We then analyzed the 
agreement between the n-gram CC classifier and the 
ICD-10-CM classifier using a correlation coefficient.

Results
The 2002 ED database contained 30,157 visits. 
 Figure 1 is the time series graphing of daily visit 
volumes for both the Turkish n-gram and the ICD-
10-CM classifiers for respiratory syndrome over the 
last 2 months of data. Visual inspection indicates 
that the CC classifier peaks closely match those of 
the ICD-10-CM classifier. Figure 2 is a scatter plot 
of n-gram versus ICD-10-CM classifiers for the test 
set visits; the correlation coefficient is R2 = 0.78 
(y = 0.642x + 3.0498)

Discussion
As seen in Figure 1, the n-gram CC classifier iden-
tified the same peaks for the respiratory syndrome 
found by the ICD-10-CM classifier, with a good 
degree of correlation.

Natural-language CC classifying systems have 
been used successfully, but never outside of a familiar 
language. The Bayesian CC natural-language classi-
fier was used for surveillance of free-text English CC 
from 10 EDs and 20 walk-in clinics in Salt Lake City 

during the 2002 Winter Olympics.14 This technique 
was also used in Pennsylvania and Ohio to detect a 
group of carbon monoxide exposures within 4 hours 
of the presentation of the first case to an ED.15

The CC classifying system is difficult to use in 
surveillance because its free-text nature requires the 
ability to recognize a multitude of word fragment 
variations to accommodate misspelling, abbrevia-
tions, and acronyms. It is crucial that such varia-
tions are detected so that cases are not overlooked. 
 Historically, detection of such errors has been shown 
to be extremely laborious and difficult.16 Natural-
language processing systems, such as the Emergency 
Medical Text Processor (EMT-P)17 have been used 
to clean ED text for natural-language system CC 
classifiers. The n-gram system has a unique advan-
tage of being independent of language or regional 
 idiosyncrasies. Searching MEDLINE, we found only 
one other publication employing a similar method 
using Chinese data for syndromic surveillance. 
A novel Chinese CC classification system was used 
although the study used translation services as part 
of their methodology, and their methods were not 
truly language independent.18

An important characteristic of Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) guidelines for public health surveil-
lance systems is acceptability, which they define as 
being “reflected by the willingness of participants 
and stakeholders to contribute to the data collection, 
analysis, and use.”19 Most syndromic surveillance 
systems today require much additional effort from 

Figure 1. A comparison over time of the n-gram CC classifiers detected and the associated ICD code (test set, November 1, 2002 through 
December 31, 2002).
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physicians and nurses. Common tasks needed to col-
lect sufficient data include nurses filling out paper 
tally sheets, touch screen data entry by physicians, or 
staff completing web-based forms.20,21 The n-gram, 
however, uses existing clinical data and does not 
necessitate additional effort by medical personnel, 
which makes this method significantly more feasible 
as far as amount of work hours required by medical 
personel.

The n-gram method of classification may also 
be expanded to classify triage notes to syndromes. 
Here we only captured the primary reasons of vis-
its with CC data. Higher sensitivity may be obtained 
through use of triage notes in the syndrome queries, 
as shown in a study by Ising et al, where triage note 
data was used to enhance syndrome queries in the 
North Carolina Bioterrorism and Emerging Infection 
Prevention System.22

Limitations
One limitation of our study was that ESSENCE ICD-
10-CM codes were used to create the n-grams CC 
classifier. Manual chart review would have been more 
accurate; however, review of the chart of every visit 
would have required too much labor for the scope of 
this study.

To apply this method, large training sets such as 
those used in this study must be available, which 
could prove to be problematic in emergency situa-
tions where such data may not be readily available.

This study was done in one emergency department 
in one region of Turkey. Using a set of n-grams across 
various emergency departments in different regions of 

Turkey would be helpful in understanding the scope 
of applicability for this method.

Only one syndrome was examined. Other studies 
examining multiple syndromes are needed.

This study was performed for one foreign lan-
guage, Turkish. Further work is needed for other lan-
guages and alphabets.

We restricted our analysis to comparing daily vol-
umes using the two classifiers as this would be most 
useful to epidemiologists looking for increases in 
volumes indicating disease outbreaks. One could also 
examine the agreement between the two classifiers 
for each visit. In this case, a receiver operator curve 
would be generated to determine the best cutoff to 
maximize sensitivity and specificity for including or 
excluding a visit in the syndrome.

We used visual inspection of a time series graph 
and the correlation coefficient of daily volumes to 
compare the agreement between the classifiers. There 
may be better ways of testing whether the n-gram 
CC method is useful such as determining whether 
 “signals” for spikes in daily volumes occur on the 
same day.

conclusions
The n-gram method automatically created a RESP 
classifier of the Turkish CCs that performed like 
the ICD-10-CM RESP grouping without knowledge 
of the Turkish language and without translating the 
Turkish CCs into English. This approach has great 
potential as it offers an additional technique beyond 
using manual and natural-language techniques. Its 
language-independent character is advantageous for 
rapid deployment and practical use in syndromic 
surveillance.
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Figure 2. Daily volumes by n-gram CC and ICD10 RESP classifiers.
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